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Two-pole cells with ATC Pt 100

DIRECT BOILER CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
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SPS-32

DESCRIPTION
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Limiting Conditions
Maximum boiler pressure

32 bar

Maximum temperature

240 ºC

Maximum ambient temperature

80 ºC

Minimum distance from boiler tubes
(from probe to controller)

20 mm

Maximum cable length

20 to 30 m

Minimum conductivity

100 uS

Protection rating

IP65

The water contains
impurities in form of dissolved solids
446304
£1,223.40

and solid in suspension whose concentration increases
when it is vaporized. Water treatment can reduce
impurities to a certain level but it does not eliminate
them completely and in certain conditions it might even
increase them. As steam starts to be produced, the
concentration of total solid in suspension (TDS)
increases in the boiler’s water. In case the TDS
concentration is too high, dissolved salts concentration
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Materials

Insulation

FPA (PEEK on request)

This high concentration is harmful and it is not
acceptable in applications where steam is used for
treatment of food, drinks and sterilization processes.
In order to limit the concentration of TDS to a suitable
level a certain amount of the water of the boiler must be
periodically eliminated (purge action) and replace by
treated water.
SPS-32 probe together with BCS controller has been
developed to purge all types of steam generators based
on the measurement of TDS in the water of boiler. It
activates the purge valve with a controlled cadence to
avoid that an excess of purges generate energy losses
and high consumption of treated water.

TDS Controller For Steam Generators - BCS-211
Automatic purge of dissolved solids

MAIN FEATURES
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TDS Conductivity Probe - SPS-33

Cell constant K=2
Range 100 S/cm-1 to 10000 S/cm-1
Two-pole electrodes in SS316L
Body in SS316 and PFA (PEEK in option)
Pressure 25 BAR (max. 32 bar)
Temperature 200 ºC (max. 240 ºC)
Temperature compensation (ATC) by Pt100 (optional
Pt1000)
Calibration by buffers in the controller
Design for direct mounting in the boiler
Process connection DIN 43650 (IEC 4440)
Resistance to vibrations: ......................... max. 5 G RMS
Protected against aggressive environments

Description
The ADCATROL BCS-211 controller is part of the dissolved solids (TDS) control system used in steam
boilers. This system is composed by a SPS series conductivity probe, a BCS-211 controller, a VPC
series blowdown valve and, in case of need, a UC-820 universal process controller for PID control.

 

The BCS-211 controller continuously measures, at the electrode rod in the measuring cell, the
electrical conductivity of the boilers water which is closely related to the level of TDS. This measured
value is compared with the set point of the controller. If that value exceeds the set point, the controller
drives the blowdown valve using its relay (on/off) output (lighting up the “Alarm” indicator lamp).

We reserve the right to change the design and material of this product without notice.

IS SPS.32 E 12.08

If the measured value drops below 78% of the set point, the controller relay is energized, closing the
blowdown valve (the “Alarm” indicator lamp doesn't light anymore).
A PID control may be attained by using the BCS-211 in conjunction with a UC-820 universal process
controller.

Main Features
-

Compatible with both SPS-21 and SPS-33 series conductivity probes.

-

Relay (on/off) and 4-20mA transmitter outputs.

-

Standard 35 mm rail fixation according to DIN EN 50022 or directly screwed to chassis plate.

-

Allows quick performance tests by pressing and holding the “TEST K” button.
Article No.

Model

444154

BSC-211

Price
* 4-20mA analog output

£1,331.20

* The controller needs a PID conteroller to process the output signal to
operate a moulating control valve
The controller has also a relay output for on-off control
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